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The Atiyah-Patodi-Singer index theorem describes the bulk-edge correspondence of symmetry
protected topological insulators. The mathematical setup for this theorem is, however, not directly related to the physical fermion system, as it imposes on the fermion fields a non-local
and unnatural boundary condition known as the "APS boundary condition" by hand. In 2017,
we showed that the same integer as the APS index can be obtained from the η invariant of the
domain-wall Dirac operator. Recently we gave a mathematical proof that the equivalence is not a
coincidence but generally true. In this contribution to the proceedings of LATTICE 2019, we try
to explain the whole story in a physicist-friendly way.
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1. Introduction

2. Why APS index unphysical?
First we review the original
work )
of APS and discuss how it is unnatural. We consider a
(
Dirac operator D = ∑µ γµ ∂∂xµ + iAµ (x) , which operates on fermion fields on a four-dimensional
Euclidean flat space in the x4 > 0 region only1 . Here, Aµ is the SU(N) or U(1) gauge field and we
take A4 = 0 gauge, which simplifies our computation.
The APS boundary condition is given by the operator at x4 = 0,
(
)
3
∂
+ iAi (x)
,
(2.1)
B = γ4 ∑ γi
∂ xi
x4 =0
i=1
1 In

order to make the index well-defined, we have to compactify the space time. But here we perform our computation as if we were in a semi-infinite space for simplicity of the presentation.
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The Atiyah-Singer(AS) index theorem [1] on a manifold without boundary is well-known in
physics, and it has played an important role especially in high energy particle physics. But its
extension to the manifold with boundary, known as Atiyah-Patodi-Singer(APS) index theorem [2],
was not discussed very much, as we were not that interested in a space-time having boundaries.
Recently, the theorem is drawing attention from the condensed matter physics. This is because
the APS index is a key to understand the bulk-edge correspondence [3, 4] of topological insulators
from anomaly matching of the time-reversal(T) symmetry.
It is, however, difficult to understand why the APS index “must” appear in the physics of
the topological insulators, since the original set up of the APS index employs a very unnatural
boundary condition and is unlikely to be realized in the real electron systems.
In [5], three physicist half of the authors found a different fermionic quantity, which coincides
with the APS index. We used a domain-wall Dirac operator [6, 7, 8] on a closed manifold without boundary, sharing a “half” of it with the original set up of the APS. We have perturbatively
shown that its η invariant, defined as a regularized difference of the number of positive and negative eigenmodes, is equal to the original APS index. Since the domain-wall Dirac fermion shares
properties of the electron systems of the topological insulators, we proposed this η invariant as a
“physicist-friendly” reformulation of the APS index.
In [9], three mathematician half of the authors joined the collaboration, and we succeeded
in a proof that the above observation of [5] is not a coincidence but generally true. Namely, we
proved that for any APS index on a manifold with boundary (we denote X+ and its boundary Y ),
there exists a domain-wall Dirac operator on a closed manifold without boundary, where its half
coincides with X+ , and its η invariant is equal to the original APS index.
The key of this work is to add a mass term to the Dirac operator. The mass term breaks
the chiral symmetry, which is apparently an essential property to describe the index theorems.
Nevertheless, as we will show below, there is no problem in giving a fermionic integer, which
coincides with the original index. This is true even on a lattice, and we proposed a non-perturbative
formulation of the APS index in lattice gauge theory in [10]. In fact, the η invariant of the massive
Dirac operator gives a unified view of the index theorems including their lattice version. See also
Kawai’s contribution [11] to these proceedings.
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such that any positive eigencomponent of B becomes zero at x4 = 0, which guarantees the Hermiticity of the Dirac operator. As [B, γ5 ] = 0, the chiral symmetry is conserved. In fact, B can be
block-diagonal: B = diag(iD3D , −iD3D ), where iD3D is the three-dimensional Dirac operator on the
surface. Since this condition requires information of the whole eigenfunctions of B, it is non-local.
Let us compute the axial U(1) anomaly of a massless fermion with the APS boundary condition. The path integral measure transforms as d ψ d ψ̄ → d ψ d ψ̄ exp [2iα Trγ5 ] , under the chiral
transformation. The trace can be evaluated by the heat-kernel regulator as
Trγ5 e

D2 /M 2

≡ lim

∫

2 /M 2

d 4 xtrγ5 eD

.

(2.2)

If it were without boundary, the plane wave complete set would apply to obtain the AS index.
However, we need here a different complete set, which satisfies the APS boundary condition.
At the leading order of the adiabatic expansion in x4 , let us consider the eigenproblem of
2
−D ψ (x) = Λ2 ψ (x), where the solution is given by ψ = ϕ± (x4 ) ⊗ ϕλ3D (xx), choosing the threedimensional part ϕλ3D (xx) to be the eigenfunction of iD3D with the eigenvalue λ . The results are
(
)
)
u± (iω ∓ λ )eiω x4 − c.c.
u± ( iω x4
p
−iω x4
n
√
−e
, ϕ± (x4 ) =
ϕ± (x4 ) = √
(2.3)
e
,
2π
2π (ω 2 + λ 2 )
where ϕ±p (x4 ) denotes the positive eigenmodes of B, while ϕ±n (x4 ) is the negative modes. We take
γ5 u± = ±u± and ω 2 = Λ2 − λ 2 , which must be positive so that there is no edge mode allowed.
Using the above complete set, Eq. (2.2) is evaluated as
)
(
∫
∫
2
2
dω
sgnλ
2i|λ |
−λ 2 /M 2
e−ω /M +2iω x4 = − ∑
erfc(|λ |/M),(2.4)
−1 +
∑ x4 >0 dx4 sgnλ e
2π
ω + i|λ |
2
λ
λ
which gives the η invariant of iD3D in the M → ∞ limit. From the next-to-leading order contribution
of the adiabatic expansion, we obtain the curvature term in the x4 > 0 region. In total, we have
IndAPS (D) = Trγ5 e

D2 /M 2

1
=
32π 2

∫
x4 >0

d 4 x εµνρσ trF µν F ρσ −

η (iD3D )
.
2

(2.5)

The above derivation has no problem in mathematics but physically unnatural. First of all, the
causality becomes questionable with the non-locality2 , as any change in the eigenfunction of B is
immediately reflected to the whole boundary, which means that the information propagates faster
than speed of light. Second, as B involves the momentum and gauge fields in spatial directions, the
APS boundary condition does not respect the rotational symmetry on the surface. Third problem is
the fact that there is no edge-localized mode allowed to exist under the APS condition.
This unnaturalness of the APS boundary condition motivated us to explore a physicist-friendly
reformulation of the APS index. What we have to give up is clear when we consider the reflection
of the fermionic particle at the boundary. As the translational invariance is lost in the x4 direction,
the momentum in that direction is not conserved. But as the energy has to be conserved the fourth
momentum must flip at the boundary. On the other hand, the angular momentum in the x4 direction
should be conserved, which means that the helicity must flip by the reflection. It is, therefore,
essential to give up the chirality and we have to consider the index theorem with massive fermions.
2 In

a recent work [12], the use of the APS boundary condition is justified by rotating the boundary to the temporal
direction and regarding it as an intermediate state in the partition function of massive fermion systems. Here we give an
alternative way, which allows us to take the boundary remaining in space-like direction.

2
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M→∞
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3. Atiyah-Singer index in terms of the massive Dirac operator
Here let us consider a simpler case, an Euclidean four-dimensional space without boundary,
and try to reformulate the AS index in terms of the massive Dirac operator. The Dirac fermion
partition function is given by
D+M
det
,
(3.1)
D + M2

det

D−M
,
D + M2

(3.2)

one can flip the sign of the mass by the chiral rotation with α = π , but the measure changes as
(
)
∫
D−M
1
µν ρσ
4
= exp(iπ Q) = (−1)Q ,
det
d
x
ε
trF
F
(3.3)
∝ exp iπ
µνρσ
D + M2
32π 2
which means a nontrivial θ = π vacuum. In fact, Q is the AS index.
The same determinant can be evaluated in a different way as
)]
[ (
iγ5 (D−M)
∏ iλ (−M)
∑ sgnλ (−M)
∑ sgnλ (M2 )
D−M
det D+M
=
det
=
π
−
,
∝
exp
i
2
2
iγ5 (D+M2 )
∏ iλ (M2 )
2

(3.4)

where λ (m) is the eigenvalue of γ5 (D + m). Note that the exponent is nothing but an expression of
the η invariant (with the Pauli-Villars subtraction), and therefore, we can conclude
−

η PV reg. (γ5 (D − M))
= Q,
2

(3.5)

which coincides with the AS index. For more mathematical proof, see our paper [9].

4. APS index and domain-wall fermion
Now let us consider the domain-wall fermion determinant,
det

D − M ε (x4 )
,
D + M2

(4.1)

where ε (x) = x/|x| is the sign function. Unlike the original set up by APS, we include the x4 < 0
region in the system. Because of the γ5 Hermiticity: D† = γ5 Dγ5 , the determinant is still real, and
therefore, the sign of the determinant is controlled by an integer Q.
Note that the physical properties of the domain-wall fermion are similar to those of topological
insulators. The fermion is massive(gapped) in the bulk, while the massless(gapless) mode appears
at the wall between two physically different regions. We also note that any topological insulator in
our world is surrounded by normal insulators. Therefore, it is more natural to model the physics of
topological insulators with this domain-wall fermion than the one on a manifold with boundary.
3
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where we have introduced the Pauli-Villars regulator with a mass M2 ≫ M. When M and M2 have
the same sign, the large M → M2 limit leads to a trivial consequence that the above determinant is
unity, which is the situation of normal insulators.
When the sign of the mass is flipped, the situation is different. For the determinant
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The domain-wall fermion determinant in Eq. (4.1) can be expressed as
[
]
iγ5 (D − M ε (x4 ))
η PV reg. (HDW )
= det
∝ exp −iπ
,
iγ5 (D + M)
2

(4.2)

where HDW = γ5 (D − M ε (x4 ))). Therefore, we can conclude

η PV reg. (HDW )
= Q.
2
In fact, this integer coincides with the APS index.
−

(4.3)

1

√
2
HDW

1
=√
π

∫ ∞

dtt −1/2 e−tHDW ,
2

(4.4)

0

and expanding the exponential part e−tHDW in the gauge coupling. The essential point here is that
2 has a non-trivial structure as
even in the zero coupling limit, HDW
2

2
HDW
= −D2 + M 2 − 2M γ4 δ (x4 ),

(4.5)

where the last delta-function comes from the domain-wall. In fact, it has an edge-localized mode,
whose eigenfunction in the x4 direction is

ϕ (x4 ) = C exp(−M|x4 |), γ4 ϕ (x4 ) = −ϕ (x4 ),

(4.6)

and from this edge mode, we have reproduced the second term of Eq. (2.5).
On the other hand, the extended modes have higher energy than M, and therefore, their contribution to the η invariant reduces to the integral of a local quantity that is exactly the first term
of Eq. (2.5). It is important to note that we did not assume any boundary condition at x4 = 0
but the delta function potential automatically chooses a local and rotationally symmetric boundary
condition.

5. Mathematical proof
Recently, the mathematician-half of the authors joined and we succeeded in proving the equivalence of the APS index and the domain-wall η invariant on a general even-dimensional manifold
[9]. The main theorem we have proved is
Theorem 1. Let X be a 2n-dimensional closed and oriented manifold and S be a Hermitian vector
bundle (whose section corresponds to the fermion field) on X. We assume that S is Z2 graded
and ΓS as its Z2 grading operator (or γ5 ). Let D be a first-order and elliptic partial differential
operator (or Dirac operator multiplied by γ5 ), which anti-commutes with ΓS . Let Y be a separating
sub-manifold that decomposes X into two compact manifolds X+ and X− (Y is the domain-wall).
We consider a step function κ , which takes ±1 on X± (or ε (x4 ) in the previous section).
Then, there exists m0 > 0 and for any m > m0 ,
IndAPS (D|X+ ) = −

η (D − mκ ΓS ) − η (D + mΓS )
2
4

(5.1)
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√
2 as
In our paper [5], we evaluated the η invariant, using the integral expression for 1/ HDW
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holds. Here, the left-hand side is the APS index on X+ with the APS boundary condition on Y . The
right-hand side denotes the η invariant of the domain-wall fermion Dirac operator, regularized by
the Pauli-Villars fields, where we have chosen M = M2 = m.

Note that ρ = κ at t = +1, and ρ = −1 at t = −1.
Let us evaluate the index of D̄ in two different ways. First,
we use the theorem 2) taking the large m limit, then the zero
eigenmodes of D̄ are localized on a slice, which consists of X+
at t = 0 and a cylinder [0, ∞) × Y (solid lines in Fig. 1). Using the theorem 1) we can cut off the cylinder part and obtain
Ind(D̄) = IndAPS (D|X+ ). The second evaluation starts from the
theorem 1) to cut down R × X to [−1, 1] × X, putting the APS
boundary condition on t = ±1(dashed lines in Fig. 1). Then from
the theorem 3), we obtain
Ind(D̄) = IndAPS (D̄|[−1,1]×X ) = −

t
<latexit sha1_base64="SrT2fhqiFb3/8PsqqUP8I7QQ0bA=">AAAChHichVFNLwNRFD0GRX0VG4mNaIiFNLctIRYibCy11VaCNDPjqYnpzGTmtQmNP8CWWFiRWIgf4AfY+AMW/QliWYmNhdvpJEKj7st777zz7rnvnVzNMQ1PEtU6lM6u7lBPb1+4f2BwaDgyMprz7LKri6xum7a7rameMA1LZKUhTbHtuEItaabIa0frjft8RbieYVtb8tgReyW1aBkHhq5KplKyEIlSjPyYbAXxAEQRxKYdecQu9mFDRxklCFiQjE2o8HjsIA6Cw9weqsy5jAz/XuAUYdaWOUtwhsrsEa9FPu0ErMXnRk3PV+v8isnTZeUkpumF7qlOz/RAr/T5Z62qX6Pxl2PetaZWOIXhs/HMx7+qEu8Sh9+qNgqNs9t7kjjAku/FYG+OzzRc6s36lZOremY5PV2doVt6Y383VKMndmhV3vW7lEhfI8wNiv9uRyvIJWLxZCyRmo+urgWt6sUEpjDL/VjEKjawiSy/K3COC1wqIWVOSSoLzVSlI9CM4UcoK1+8iI/v</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="4/4mGKhLpHheHarSca1IcsJ+6U4=">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</latexit>

x4

η (D − mκ ΓS ) − η (D + mΓS )
,
2

which is the right-hand side of Eq. (5.1). Namely, Eq. (5.1) always holds since its both sides are just two different expressions
of the same index Ind(D̄).
Figure 1: Schematic picture of
the manifold R × X. The horizontal axis represents the original four-dimensional X, and X+
is shown in the x4 > 0 region.
The original figure was given in
[15].

6. Summary and discussion

We have shown that the η invariant of the domain-wall
fermion Dirac operator gives a physicist-friendly reformulation
of the APS index. Using a Dirac operator in a higher dimensions, we have given a mathematical proof that this reformulation is valid on any even-dimensional curved manifold. As the
domain-wall fermion shares similar properties to those of topological insulators, we believe that our work gives a mathematical foundation to describe the bulkedge correspondence of topological matters.
5
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Below we give a rough sketch of the proof, for which we need three known mathematical
theorems: 1) The APS index is equal to the AS index on a manifold with an infinite cylinder
attached to the original boundary, where the gauge fields and metric are constant on the cylinder.
2) Localization and product formula [13, 14]: adding a potential term, we can “localize” the zero
mode eigenfunction in a vicinity of a lower-dimensional sub-manifold, and we can evaluate the
index as a product of the index in lower dimension and that in the normal direction. 3) The APS
index on an odd-dimensional manifold is expressed by the boundary η invariant only.
Here we introduce a manifold R × X and t as the coordinate in the extra dimension. Then we
consider the following operator
(
)
{
1 on [0, +∞] × X+
0
(D − mρ ΓS ) + ∂t
D̄ =
, ρ=
.
(5.2)
(D − mρ ΓS ) − ∂t
0
−1
otherwise
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The proof of the equivalence used Ind(D̄) on R × X or equivalently, IndAPS (D̄) on [−1, 1] × X.
An interesting extension is to express this index by an η invariant again,
1
IndAPS (D̄|[−1,1]×X ) = − η (D̄ − m̄κ̄ Γ̄)reg. ,
2

(6.1)
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where we have introduced a second mass term m̄Γ̄ = diag(m̄IS , −m̄IS ), with I an identity operator
on S, and κ̄ taking κ̄ = 1 in t ∈ [−1, 1], and −1, otherwise. Then the original edge mode localized
in 2n − 1 dimensional manifold Y becomes the edge-of-edge states of D̄ − m̄κ̄ Γ̄, which is localized
at the junction of the first and second domain-walls. This recursive structure might be useful for
the physics of higher order topological insulators.
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